Continental N52Z
Short description:

Premium zip-up hoodie with a high neck, full length zip, twin pouch
pockets and dyed to match drawcords.

Long description:

This Continental Clothing high neck zip-up hoodie has a premium look
and feel. Made from a soft combed cotton and polyester blend fabric,
it features a high neck and full length zip.
This great print on demand hoodie has a laid back style, with set-insleeves and twin pocket pouches. There is ribbing at the sleeves and
waistband and a dyed to match drawcord. This print on demand
hoodie has a laid back style.
Available in classic tones of black, white and grey, the Continental
N52Z customisable hoodie is perfect for direct to garment print. We
can manufacture your bespoke apparel and have it ready for
dropshipping in just 72 hours.

Features:

- Soft combed cotton and polyester blend fabric
- High neck hoody
- Full length zip
- Twin pouch pocket
- Set-in-sleeves
- Dyed to match drawcord
- Ribbing at sleeves and waistband

Manufacturing time:

72h

Manufacturing locations:

UK

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Product materials:

Ring-spun cotton, Polyester
80% combed cotton, 20% polyester.

Printing method:

Direct to garment

Image requirements:

png, 300dpi recommended

Colours:

● Black
● Dark Heather
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Care instructions:

Machine wash at a low heat.
Wash garments inside-out, with similar colours.
Avoid using bleach. Use non-chlorine bleach if necessary.
Do not use fabric softeners.
Tumble dry on a low cycle. Hang-dry for longer life.
Cool iron inside-out. Do not iron directly on the print.
Do not dry clean.

Packaging:

All shipments are white-label, with no Prodigi branding on the outer
packaging or on any included paperwork.
- Tough, tear-resistant, mailing bags featuring bubble-interior for
added protection.
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